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Trend 1
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Climate Change is a Climate Crisis.  

Now.  And Everywhere



New Records
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The Hot
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Wildfires, Canada

Record Gulf of Mexico temps and Fish Kill, 
Texas

Drought, Horn of Africa

Wildfires, Hawaii



The Wet
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Flooding, South Sudan

Typhoon Mawar, Japan

Flooding, India



The just plain weird
• “Hurriquake” in California

• No snowfall in Pacific Northwest (USA)

• Cyclone Freddy as the longest lasting 
tropical cyclone

• Smoke from Canada crippling US Cities

• Crazy heat

• Floods in the desert
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With more to come
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Trend 2
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The poor and the disenfranchised 
are the most impacted.

Everywhere.



When Climate, Health, and Equity 
Collide
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Social 
Determinants 

of Health
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Housing

Education

Socioeconomic status

Food security

Social support



Overlapping and Incomplete Recoveries

• People who have low SDOH have slower and incomplete recovery to disasters

• They have lower thresholds for impact and lower ability to recover

• Climate change creates conditions of compounding, successive, and multiple disasters

• Disasters leave people with low SDOH in worse shape and with less capability

• People with low SDOH often live in the most risk-prone places
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Most people live near coasts
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>60% of the 
world’s population 
live on coasts

Almost all 
megacities are on 
coasts or deltas

>50% of the US 
population lives on 
coasts

Population trends 
show people 
moving to the 
coasts 



Compounding Risks
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Related to coastal cities 

Related to climate change
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Per capita income in the 
last 12 months, in 
inflation-adjusted dollars 
to data year (as of 2021)

Source: 
https://www.americasheal
thrankings.org/explore/an
nual/measure/PerCapInc
ome/state/TXPer Capita Income

https://www.americashealthrankings.org/explore/annual/measure/PerCapIncome/state/TX
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Risk in major US coastal cities in the 
middle of the road sea-level rise scenario 
(RCP4.5) in 2050. Circles represent the 
risk measured as the average damage of 
5% worst cases. (I. Galarraga et al, 
2018)



The Gulf Coast is a harbinger for issues of climate and equity

Poverty is rampant: ten million Gulf Coast residents currently live below the US poverty line, 
with Mississippi topping the list of all states in terms of percentage of people who live in poverty 

(22%). Texas alone has almost five million poor people . Of particular concern is the level of extreme 
poverty—defined as less than one-half of the federal poverty level—in the region, especially among 

minorities. 

One in ten black children living in Louisiana and Mississippi live in such near-developing-
nation-level conditions [2]. 

…Periodic exposures to climate and environmental hazards, including hurricanes, 
floods, droughts, and oil spills [3], [4], which in some cases can further exacerbate 

financial hardships in the region. Thus, today the Gulf Coast is currently considered America's 
most vulnerable and impoverished region.

Hotez, Murray, Buekens, 2018
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4022458/#pntd.0002760-National1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4022458/#pntd.0002760-Buchanan1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4022458/#pntd.0002760-United1


A possible path forward: 
TransNational Resilience
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What is TransNational Resilience?

An opportunity for countries to help each other with these climate disasters that depends on

• Good governance for different sectors and groups to work together

• Solid investments to support knowledge, data, materiel and other types of exchange

• Collaboration among various people and organizations in pursuit of a common goal

• Needed to find shared solutions to shared problems 
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A Network to test principles of TransNational Resilience

Climate Communities Network to have 20 communities from 4 regions around the United 
States

Each region and each community share common issues around climate, health, and equity

Communities within each regional cohort work together on identifying regional solutions to 
the shared issues

Regional cohorts work together to elevate solutions for regional or national implementation
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The Climate Communities Network

• Includes experts from government, philanthropy, academia, and industry

• Community members catalyze innovation, inform policy, identify funding, and co-design solutions. 

• Collaborate to identify and develop solutions to climate-related health inequities

• Work through partners to implement the solutions

• Regional cohorts are:
– The Gulf States

– The mid-west

– The Pacific Northwest

– The Atlantic Southeast

• Starting in Fall 2023, so stay tuned!
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Expected Outcomes for TransNational Resilience

• Identify ways to discuss climate and disaster risk

• Identify ways that the communities and the cohorts exchange information

• Document ways that the communities and the cohorts develop solutions

• Lessons from the CCN across cohorts and regions in the United States could be applied 
to cohorts in other countries to develop TransNational Resilience
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Community Level

TransNational or National  Level
Financial 
resources

awareness

Expertise

communication

exchange

capacity

translation

Trust

Problem ID



TransNational Resilience
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Problem ID

Problem Solution

Collaboration

Problem Solution

The Peace and Deal 
Makers



So. Let’s start.
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laugustine@nas.edu
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